
                                Adventure #32: Mr. Chang's Miraculous Escape 

 

                                                           PART 1: Chang's Story 
 

 

Fireworks explode over Cuncudgerie, bathing the investigators in bursts of colored light.  It is 

New Years Eve, 1926, and they have 14 days until the end of the world when Nyarlathotep's plan 

comes to fruition.  They discuss their options: first and foremost they need a plane, it's the fastest 

way to get anywhere, but they haven't seen any planes. They're very rare and expensive. They 

also need to resupply, and Hans figures he might have time to return to his house in Port Hedland 

where the others can regather their stashed supplies. And they might want to give Mortimer 

Wycroft a visit, because they know he has worked with Huston and the cultists, and more 

importantly, he owns a shop with lots of stuff to steal. 

 

Ronnie Talltree, one-time PC relegated to NPC, bids adieu to these whitey weirdos.  He's seen 

enough crazy shit recently to last him a lifetime. 

 

Hans Hazzenbaum looks around for the blink-dingo...but it is nowhere around.  Unsurprising; 

this beast seems to have no normal modes of eating, drinking, or defecation. Hans  feels that it is 

lurking in the corridors between Time, waiting for the vile Hounds of Tindalos to spring again on 

the victimized time traveler's from Huston's mad schemes... 

 

The others head back to the Oily Rag Inn where they initially stayed many months ago, but 

WHO do they see sitting at the bar pounding shots of whiskey? 

 

Chin Chang! 

 

 

 

Chang slouches on a barstool, deep into his cups, looking far more weathered and downtrodden 

than ever before.  His head has been shaved, but hair is growing back in patchy tufts that he 

keeps hidden beneath a crumpled felt hat.  His expression upon seeing his companions is one of 

disbelief, then confusion, and then drunken exultation. 

 

 

“Good Christ, you’re alive!” he slurs. 

 

“Mr. Chad, and Lester, I…I thought I would never see you again!  Is this real?  What happened 

to you?  The last Dodge and I saw, the four of you had stepped onto that red dais, where the Abo 

was sitting with some dog.  As soon as you started heading back the wind began to blow and 

clouds of dust spun up.  We were afraid it was one of those Living Winds, so we backed off the 

path and waited, but you never came out.  A few minutes later it cleared up, and all we could see 

was that black fellow sitting out there as if nothing had happened.  It was a trap, we knew it, and 

we called out for you as loud as we dared, waiting hours for you to return.  We were scared to go 

out and vanish just like you did, so we finally gave up and kept going. 

 



We kept going, God help us, trying to find a way out of those caves. 

 

 
 

We followed the trail of bulbs.  The prisoners could barely keep up. Moaning and dragging their 

feet, it was all Dodge and I could do to push them on.  We finally saw more lights in the 

distance, but…but they were waiting for us. 

 

Sixty at least. They’d barricaded themselves behind these small buildings with guards 

everywhere.  But more cultists were hiding off to the sides, in the dark, watching us struggle 

along the trail.   It was the only way out and they knew it.  Came at us from both sides. 

 

They killed some of the prisoners first, hacking them down in cold blood, but me and Dodge 

fought back.  I still had that lightning gun, and I burned a dozen of them to a crisp before the rest 

mobbed me.  They beat me and Dodge senseless, and I admit, chunks of my memory aren’t so 

good anymore.  Or maybe I don’t want to remember. 

 

They trussed us up like pigs and carried us off, I don’t know where, and left us in a dark, dark 

room.  They finally threw in scraps of bread and water, and I wondered why they bothered 

keeping us alive.  



 

Well. I found out. 

 

Huston finally came, and for the first time I put a real face to the man who I’d been searching for 

since New York City.  If only Morty and Arnold knew how far into this mess I’ve come, they 

would be glad they died already. 

 

 
 

Huston is mad! A loony, you can see it in his eyes.  He’s doesn’t have a lick of sense anymore, 

and he raves on and on and on about gods and destiny and eternal prosperity.  Dr. Dodge, now, 

he didn’t fully understand this whole Dark God business.  We never told him all our 

experiences.  Like we never told Oscar Ochenta, or that Dr. Blume in Cairo…the less they know 

the better, but they died all the same. 

 

All the same. 

 

Huston interrogated us.  And it hurt.  It hurt bad.  And when he thought we were lying, he 

dragged me to that room where we found that weird alien.  There was a cot in there with…with 

this helmet thing.  He strapped me down and plugged me into it.  Oh Lord, he wanted to read my 

mind, to peel me apart one layer at time!  For hours it felt like hot needles were poking into my 

head. They shaved me. I could smell skin burning.  I could feel my brain melting in my skull 

while he rummaged around inside.  I never stayed conscious for long; I would pass out, wake up 

in darkness hours or days later, only to repeat the process! 

 

I tried to resist, I tried my hardest, but he found what he wanted.  All my memories, all the way 

back to when we first found Jackson Elias dead in that hotel room in January.  

 



 
 

 

I can’t even remember all that happened now. He knows where we went, who we talked to.  He 

knows that me, Morty and Arnold got that fellow Gavigan in London arrested.  He knows we 

killed that mummy under the pyramids in Giza; he knows we destroyed the monster in the Black 

Mountain in Kenya; he knows everything! 

 

And he knows your faces.  Every little detail that I could remember he etched into his own 

mind.  I had actually forgotten what you looked like until you stepped into the bar, and then it all 

started flooding back.  This went on for I don’t know how long.  Days or weeks or 

months.  Dodge was tortured too, and I could hear his screams.  Always screaming.  That poor 

man, he just wanted to find a Lost City.  Well, I suppose he got his wish. 

 



 
 

But Huston got what he wanted from Dodge, too.  He and Hans knew each other professionally, 

and Huston discovered where Hans lived, in Port Hedland.  Huston knew that we had stolen that 

Golden Machine from the warehouse, and we had stashed it Han’s home!  Huston told me all of 

this, gloating the whole time, the evil bastard.  He sent his cronies to retrieve it, and they found 

that old woman still there, what’s her name, the old biddy in the wheelchair?  She’d been looking 

after Ma’Moud until our return, along with Han’s housemaid. 

 

 
 

I think they killed her.  I don’t know about the boy, but Huston said they took what they needed 

and burned the house down.  Probably burned our trunks too, I don’t know for sure. The fools 

were just there for the machine.  I guess they had found it in the City and were shipping it off to 

another cult branch. 



 

Huston wanted to know where you were.  And how you escaped. How did we find his hideout? 

Did we know his plans?  Answers I wanted to know myself, but it was like you had just 

disappeared into thin air.  But Huston told me, after he knew that you had vanished in the Red 

Plaza, he said this, laughing: 

 

‘“Rotted to dust!  Even their bones are lost forever.  Your friends did not escape, foolish 

mortal.  The sands of Time consumed them!’” 

 

Anyways, I don’t know how long we were there.  It all just blurred together into a haze.  One day 

they tied me and Dodge up and dragged us into the city.  We were led along with a bunch of 

other Aboriginal prisoners just as pathetic and weak as us.  They took us to that Purple Dome 

Plaza, where all those blasted statues were.  I think you told me you fellas had dynamited it a 

long while back. Four or five months ago I guess it was. 

 

Well, it was still in poor shape, but they’d been rebuilding.  The big Sand Bat statue was erect 

again, and they were ready for some bloodletting. 

 

I’d seen this song and dance before and knew our time was up. 

 

Huston was there in full regalia, accompanied by dozens of his servants.  They beat prisoners to 

a pulp with bat-teeth clubs, but they saved the worst for me and Dodge.  Huston took Dodge 

first, hauled him naked and screaming onto the obelisk, chanting those horrible prayers the whole 

time.  I couldn’t bear to watch, but they forced me to, pried my eyes wide apart.  

 

Huston cut his chest open with a stone knife and ripped his beating heart out, holding it up in the 

electric blue buzz of that dome.  Then Huston ate his heart.  And then the cultists ate what was 

left of Dodge. 

 

I was up next, and I admit, I’ve never been so scared in all my life.  I would have pissed myself 

again if there were anything left to piss.  They dragged me onto that slick hot slab, and…and… 

 

‘“A worthy foe,”’ I remember him saying. ‘“Your blood will be sweet to my Master.  But not 

even your ignorant meddling can stop the Rending of the Veil.”’ 

 

He raised that stone dagger, so I just whispered my last prayers, confident that I had done the 

best a man can hope to do… 

 

…but then I felt pain in my head and body the likes of which I can barely describe.  It’s like 

every cell in my body was quivering.  Huston screamed, and I heard every single one of those 

boys screaming in pain too.  I rolled off the altar, unable to see straight, this sonic shriek so harsh 

in my head that my teeth rattled in my gums… 

 

…and that’s when I saw it. 

 

That damn alien had come back.  It was carrying what looked like a lightning gun, but it had this 



vibrating funnel on the end, and all kinds of tubes coming out, attached to its back.  It slithered 

slowly across that wide plaza and put a metal circlet around my head, and all of sudden, just like 

that, the pain stopped. 

 

And then…and then that thing spoke into my mind. 

 

‘“I have failed,”’ it told me.  ‘“I can never return.  Never to leave this zone. Flee while you can 

human. Follow the lights south and then west.  Do not stop. Do not look back. Find the surface, 

and enjoy the short time Earth has left.  In the sun. 

I shall remain here.  This device will falter soon, and they will come after you. Do not stop.  Do 

not look back. 

 

I can offer nothing more, except…Remember.”’ 

 

 
 

It put an appendage on my face when it said that.  Remember.  Strange thing to say, huh? Like 

how could I forget? [GM Note: Savvy players got my Star Trek 2 reference!] 

 

Anyway, I stumbled out of there without another word, but in retrospect, I wish I had killed the 

hell out of Huston.  But I didn’t. I ran for my life. 

 

I could still feel that big alien in my head even when I was staggering under that long trail of 

light. Running through a Blue Plaza I could feel his thoughts, even when I was climbing these 

tall stairs smeared in bat guano.  And I could feel his thoughts when knives and clubs pummeled 

him to death soon afterward, his cries echoing in my brain like a dying voice in a canyon… 

 

That big stupid alien gave itself up to free me, but it wouldn’t raise a finger—or claw—to hurt 

anyone else.  It just didn’t want to be here anymore. 

 

There were no guards at all, everyone was at the ritual. I got a truck running outside.  It had some 



onions and a pouch of warm water in the backseat; that was it.  I tore off into the desert, not 

having a clue where to go, just knowing that I had to get as far away as possible.  I heard dim 

explosions later, and saw a plume of dust far behind me. 

 

I drove for hours. I can barely remember this part, but I ended up driving straight into a ditch and 

couldn’t get out. I started walking, straight into the night, with just a bag of onions and a thimble 

of piss-warm water. 

 

I walked for days, not knowing where I was going, expecting any second for someone to slide a 

stone knife between my ribs, or plant me on a spit and eat me.  I started hallucinating.  I would 

see these dingoes sometimes out of the corner of my eye, and sometimes I thought they were 

real…but sometimes they weren’t. 

 

I even saw that big stone on the hill, and that goddamned Tall Man up there, beckoning me to 

come closer! Just a little closer…or maybe it was just a dream… 

 

 
 

At some point a bunch of cow herders found me nearly dead out in the middle of 

nowhere.  Snakebit, sunburned, dehydrated, delirious and amnesic, they took me back to 

Cuncudgerie and patched me up. 

 



 
 

I’ve been here for weeks.  I don’t even know how long exactly.  I haven’t seen you since August, 

and I figured without your help, there was nothing to do but wait. 

 

Wait for the end, just like that big alien said.  Enjoy these last days we have. 

So I can do that, can’t I? 

 

Can’t I? 

 

Are…are we?” 
 

 

 

 

 



 

Adventure #31: Mr. Chang's Miraculous Escape 

PART TWO:  Gavigan! 

 

 

That's Chang's story, and the companions drink with him in solemn remembrance of Dodge, GiGi, and 

poor, poor MaMoud, the loyal Egyptian boy who trusted them for many adventures now [they first met 

him in Episode # 10: Hello, Cairo].  Maybe there's a chance he's alive, and Hans vows to find out 

(although Hans only met him once). Angry now, and realizing they're even more screwed than before, 

with barely any belongings left except for what's on their back and about $1000 left over from Ali 

Kafour, they discuss their options. 

Lester Cobblebottom suspects from what he knows about the Mythos, if they can completely fuck up 

one of the 3 holy sites, the ritual can be stopped.  The City of the Great Race is nearby,and Huston is 

alive and dangerous.  Lester is not sure though if that plan will work 100%, and they're also aware that a 

mysterious Terrible Machine is being built in China.  Still, The City seems like their best bet, so they ask 

around about where a plane could be rented, and a few locals point out that Mortimer Wycroft, The 

Deadfella Man, has been known to call in planes from time to time. They decide to sleep on it, because 

there is no way they can think of to get a plane tonight. 

In the morning they scope out Wycroft's Outrigger, and peeking through windows, can't see anyone 

inside.  But it's a two story building, so he could very well be upstairs.  Someone else confirmed that he 

actually does live here. 

The back of the building is shielded from sight, so after hopping a chain gate, they try to enter the back 

door.  The lock isn't hard to pick, but the heavy oak crossbar on the inside is impassable.  They try the 

front door too, risking being seen in broad daylight, but it's still early and the late night revelers are 

sleeping off hangovers. The front door is similarly barred, so Chad Slambody resorts to the old fashioned 

entry:  bash it down. 

They return to the backdoor, and with Chang's help, they start ramming the door.  It takes nearly a 

minute of concentrated effort, woods splintering under their combined weight, and finally the hinges 

give way.  It makes a lot of noise, but not as much as the double-barreled shotgun leveled at them 

inside! "Get the fuck outta here ya thieves!"  screams Wycroft, and unloads at Chang.  Chang ducks, 

pellets tearing  his arm, but most just rip out chunks of the door. Two black Abos on either side of the 

door swing machetes (or shortswords!) at Chad, but he deftly knocks their clumsy swings aside. Before 

Wycroft can shoot again, Chang grapples him, forces the gun down, knees him in the gut, and then 

throws him to the floor and starts strangling. 

 



 

"Wait! We need him to talk!" cries Lester.  And then he plants a bullet through the neck of a cultist.  

Blood squirts betweens the man's fingers and he falls dead.  Chang and Wycroft keep wrestling, the 

latter streaming garbled obscenities, while Chad slashes the throat of the second cultist.  He falls atop 

the corpse of his fallen comrade.  Wycroft can't fight back forever, he's outnumbered and they finally 

subdue him.  He's beat up, tied and gagged, and hauled upstairs while Lester and Hans try to barricade 

the back door, but it is very damaged. Then Lester checks the front window. Crap. 

The gun shots have gained attention.  There are people in the streets looking cautiously around, a few of 

them armed.  But the Outrigger isn't targeted quite yet, and Chad has the clever idea of sneaking out the 

back door and firing off pistol shots to lead them away.  It's a risky maneuver, and he's gone a long time 

in a desperate footchase to avoid pursuers or witnesses. In the meantime, Chang, Hans and Morty 

threaten Mortimer Wycroft.  They need a plane, and they need it NOW.  Wycroft is uncooperative at 

first, cursing them, telling them he knows who they are, but the investigators are relentless, and Wycroft 

finally succumbs (and all the while they passed multiple rolls that someone would come snooping 

around the Outrigger and see the busted back door) 

There's a radio upstairs, and an hour later Wycroft is able to get a chap named Lonnie Magoo on the 

line.  He sounds sleepy and irritated, but the investigators tell Wycroft to tell him that plenty of money is 

involved.  The cargo is 4 passengers, and they need to reach coordinates in the deep desert as soon as 

possible.  TODAY.  Lonnie Magoo perks up and says that he can be there in 3 hours, flying down from 



Port Hedland.  The investigators have already decided to return to the City of the Great Race, and using 

Han's knowledge and Lester's knowledge, map it out as well as possible. 

They're gonna kill Huston and blow the Sand Bat to hell once and for all.  Or, they can just kick back and 

rule Cuncudgerie like kings!  Nobody is going to argue with the hot end of a lightning gun (they still have 

three). 

Someone comes to the door of the Outrigger and starts knocking, asking for Wycroft.  Wycroft says that 

it's the local constable, but they force Wycroft at gunpoint to answer that he hasn't seen or heard 

anything.  The constable's investigation continues elsewhere. The PC's manage to maneuver their stolen 

truck around the back of the Outrigger and they start throwing in everything they can find. Wycroft is 

tied up and gagged and Chang stays behind to guard him. The others drive out to the landing strip. 

 

 

An hour later than expected, they see a plane approaching.  It bumps to a landing, and out hops a jovial 

Aussie who introduces himself as "Lonnie Magoo, my services for you!" He has a few simple rules:  cash 

up front, and no questions asked by either party.  He doesn't care what they're doing or why, and they 

shouldn't ask too much about him either.  But there's no way the Silver Bullet can carry that much stuff, 

not with four people in it, so they strip it down to the necessities: guns, extra bullets, one lightning gun, 

and dynamite stolen from Wycroft.  Sparking a fat marijuana joint ("I never fly sober," he tells them) 

Lonnie takes them out to the coordinates of the City, and by pure luck they are able to find a suitable 

strip of road nearby used by the trucks at the dig site. 

They tell Lonnie to give them a few hours, and they'll pay him extra.  He agrees, kicking back and lighting 

another huge joint.   But he doesn't have to wait as long as they anticipated.  The entrance to the City 

has been destroyed.  The few trucks are burned out shells.  The tents are flattened.  They wonder if they 



have enough dynamite to blast their way back in, but it is probably a quarter mile or more of rock and 

sand.  They even briefly consider finding the Singing Stone and seeing if the Tall Man will let them back 

in, but that's a long shot and they scrap it. Discouraged, they load back up on the plane and tell Lonnie 

that they have had a change of plans: 

Plan B. They need to reach Shanghai. Fast. And try to stop the Terrible Weapon, whatever the hell it is.  

No doubt, The Order of the Bloated Woman will make that difficult. 

"Bloody Shanghai!" balks Lonnie. "You chaps will have to pay out the arse for that!" 

They're low on money, but Lester can get more wired to him. Even better, they make a deal with Lonnie.  

They show him what the lightning guns can do by discharging a brilliant burst, it's electric glow kindling 

greed in Lonnie's eyes.  "Holy shit!  What is that?"  Two lightning guns are worth an untold fortune, and 

the PC's lie and tell him the charges never run out.  He accepts the offer, and after packing up what they 

can at Cundcudgerie, they head north for Port Hedland. 

 

Mortimer Wycroft, the Deadfella Man of Cuncudgerie, is last seen writhing in the back of an abandoned 

truck, his wild eyes shooting daggers of hate at them... 

 

By January 2nd they've reached Port Hedland where Hans Hazzenbaum tries to put his affairs in order. 

He has been assumed dead and missing for several months now.  There is an insurance settlement that 

he picks up for his burned down house, and Hans makes inquiries as to what happened.  No one knows 

for sure, but the corpses of two women were found in the ashes.  They spend more time asking around 

if a little Egyptian boy was found, and they eventually hear that yes, one was seen in the vicinity.  

MaMoud escaped after all.  Chad, Lester and Chang are especially relieved to hear this, and Hans goes 

the extra step to set up a fund and contact information for Ali Kafour at the Cairo Museum.  If MaMoud 

is found by the local authorities, he will have transport back home.  If the PC's can stop the ritual, even if 

they die trying, at least the boy can live the rest of his life in peace.  If they DO manage to return, Hans 

sets some money aside for himself to fall back on. 

GM Note:  i particularly enjoyed the "Short Term / High Yield" trust fund joked about during the 

sequence above] 

And then they're off for China, for better or worse, to complete the final leg of a horrible journey. Lonnie 

Magoo, as an excellent smuggler, has actually transported opium and other illicit cargo to Shanghai a 

number of times.  He gets stoned and tells many stories, and the PCs can't avoid getting stoned in the 

small compartment and having to listen. It's four days to China, stopping as often as possible to refuel.  

The load they're carrying is very heavy and requires them to hop to ports across the Indian Ocean.  

Lonnie gives them the lowdown on the current state of China and Shanghai, and the PC's find that 

they're about to set foot in a political and social hothouse: 



 

1) The British opened Shanghai to occupation and imports in 1842 

2) Population is about 2 million; 20,000 are non-Chinese, mostly Japs 

3) All layworkers are Chinese; upper crust management can be other races 

4) Economy is in RUINS; even the moderately wealthy can live like kings. 

5) 100 different political factions fie for power.  Very dangerous! 

6) Built on the Yangtze River 

7) Tuberculosis is a major problem 

8. Walls everywhere; guards everywhere; no one trusts anyone 

9) Uniformed Chinese are respectful and courteous; beware anyone else. 

10) Post WW1, there are daily riots in the streets. Ties directly to the ruined economy 

 

Lonnie Magoo "My Services for You" is questioned by the investigators as well, although Hans tries to 

keep his line of inquiry subtle. Hans wants to know in particular if Lonnie knows about Mortimer's 

association with the Cult of the Sand Bat, and if Lonnie is a cultist or cult associate himself, like Wycroft.  

But Lonnie keeps a cool (stoned) demeanor and they can't glean any deception from him. He seems to 

be shooting straight, but the PC's have seen too much to trust anyone. After all, Lonnie IS a ruffian. 

Lonnie is also asked about several islands, with red herrings thrown in there to confuse the real 

question: Gray Dragon Island.  Lonnie denies hearing about any of them. 

Four days after leaving Darwin, they come to a bumpy landing on a hidden strip between to wet rice 

fields. The air is mild, and they step out into the sun on January 8th 1925.  Six days until the ritual is to 

be completed. Chang can barely remember when this terrible ordeal started on January 15th, 1925.  

Nearly a year ago... 



 

Lonnie has proven himself trustworthy, at least for the right price.  They ask him about places to stay in 

close relation to The Stumbling Tiger Bar on Lantern Street, the only solid lead they have in Shanghai.  

According to a matchbox that Jackson Elias had in New York (which Chang found), Jackson was there 

snooping around. 

 

All Leads: 

 

1) Stumbling Tiger Bar 

2) Jack "Brass" Brady was seen somewhere in Shanghai, and he's their main lead. 

3) According to cultist rumor and evidence, Brady is some sort of renegade enemy who can't be found. 

Only Chang has seen EVERYTHING about Brady and attests to his significance. 

4) Someone named H.F. (according to Huston's journal "Gods of Reality") is the leader of the Cult of the 

Bloated Woman. 

5) Bloated Woman is the Chinese branch of Nyarlathotep, although lesser known Masks exist in many 

other countries. 



6) Gray Dragon Island is important, once again, according to Huston's stolen journal. 

7) Someone or something named "Dark Mistress" is referred to several times in Huston's journal 

8. Although the ledgers are all missing now (burned or stolen from Hans's house in Port Hedland) Chad 

remembers a clue from China:  Ho Fong Imports received cultist items. 

9) Ledgers from New York (Ju-Ju House), Gavigan's estate in England, Mombasa, Nairobi, and Australia 

(in Toddy Randolph's warehouses) all collaborate and prove that these sites were exchanging items. 

10) According to Huston's journal, someone named Gavigan in Shanghai is helping H.F. with "a delicate 

matter."  The name Gavigan gives Chang pause. 

 

 



 



 

Shangai is huge, bustling, manic and...stinking. Roting fish and exhaust fumes waft over the city from the 

Yangtze River. Walking in from the landing strip, the PC's are soon lost in the bustle and roar of 2 million 

people and a shattered economy. They navigate to their hotel with Chang's help, who is a Chinese native 

and speaks the language fluently.  Lester Cobblebottom speaks it as well, but it hesitant to make that 

fact known.  He prefers to keep it hidden. 

The Stumbling Tiger Bar sits unobtrusively on a dirty corner of Lantern  Street.  Upon entering, the 

tavern is a dingy dirty place, emanating twanging music and sour alcohol. It is one room, plastered with 

years worth of smoke and displaced saliva on brass spittoons. Lester cringes at the many diseases that 

might spawn in a place such as this. There are about eight people in here, some alone, some sitting in 

pairs. The bartender is a chubby Chinese man wiping the counter down. 



 

The investigators saunter up to the bar and order drinks.  Chang asks the bartender if he happens to 

know an American named Brady.  The bartender looks around,  his face somewhat impassive, and 

simply says, "Knew man once named Brady.  Think he leave Shangai." 

 

Almost imperceptibly, Chang and Chad notice a man at at nearby table lean back in his chair at the 

mention of "Brady." As if to hear their conversation better. Sniffing, Chang takes his beer and 

approaches this other man.  Hans and Chad don't know what anyone has said yet, but Lester does. 

Chang is about to ask the Asian man a question, when Chang spots someone at a table further back. 

 



 

A man he hasn't seen in nearly a year.  Edward Gavigan of the Penhew Foundation! He looks different, 

grizzled and coarse, certainly not the clean cut and charming socialite from before.  Their eyes briefly 

meet, but Chang doesn't know if Gavigan recognizes him or not. By all odds, Chang should have been 

dead a long, long time ago.  With mixed emotions, Chang stops at the table of the man who leaned back 

in his chair. 

"Help you friend?" the man asks. [GM Note: the picture of this fellow looks suspiciously like the dude 

from Big Trouble in Little China] 

 



 

"You know a guy named Brady?" asks Chang.  "Jack Brady? He's American. He's maybe been in this 

pisshole before." 

The man's eyebrows furrow together and he purses his lips. He glances at Lester, Chad and Hans and the 

bartender. "Perhaps I do.  Perhaps I don't," he whispers back.  "But this is not the place to ask such 

questions.  Meet me in the alley outside, alone, in fifteen minutes." He tips his hat, finishes his drink, 

and leaves. Chang  returns to the counter where the others are waiting.  The bartender is furiously 

rubbing the counter, eyeballing everyone. 

"The other man!" says Chang in a low voice.  "I know him! That's Gavigan! From London! Leader of the 

Black Brotherhood before we screwed them over, and the son of a bitch looked right at me!" 

 

And there we stopped. 

 

P.S.  I think you'll level up here: everyone to 8 except Chang, he's 7.  If you get a bonus feat, i'm 

introducing Second Wind from SWSE.  I'd seriously consider taking that one.  Last level up of this 

campaign. 

 


